Introduction
Let X, Y be schemes over an algebraically closed base field k and Z a closed subscheme of X ×Y . The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the straight blow up section family of the projection X × Y X along Z, which roughly speaking is an object that combines the universal properties of the universal section family of X × Y X (c.f. Definition 3.2) and of the blow up of X × Y along Z. More precisely, it is a Y -schemeỸ b Y such that the pullback (Id X ×b) −1 (Z) is an effective Cartier divisor of X ×Ỹ satisfying a suitable universal property.
When X is the base field we retrieve the classic blow up, but in general wide new phenomena may appear. For example, the resulting morphism (Id X ×b) : X ×Ỹ X × Y is not necessarily birational or even generically finite, see Section 5.
Under Noetherian and projective assumptions, Theorem 3.8 asserts that the straight blow up section family exists. The result is mainly based on the existence of two other objects which deserve a special attention by themselves. Their interest relays on their role in the construction of many moduli spaces, examples of such constructions are Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.5.
The first object follows from the study of morphisms W X for which the base change of Z X × Y by W X is an isomorphism. Theorem 2.5 asserts that they form a representable functor Iso Z X/Y on W which is represented by a closed subscheme X ′ of X. This is the scheme theoretical version of Chevalley's theorem for projections X × Y X and for the "codimension zero stratum" (c.f. [8, IV 3 Chapitre IV, Théorème 13.1.3, p.189, and Corollaire 13.1.5, p.190]).
Let f : X × Y T be a k-morphism. The second object follows form the study of morphisms W X for which the restriction of f to W × Y is constant along the fibres of the projection W × Y W . Theorem 2.7 shows that they form a category with a final object which is a closed subscheme of X. We call it the f -constfy closed subscheme of X (c.f. Definition 2.6). Now we describe our purpose introducing the straight blow up section family. Fix a morphism π : S B. The author's paper [2] , introduces a generalisation of clusters of points of a scheme X to the relative case, clusters of sections of π ([2, Definition 2.11, p.7]). There the author defines analogue schemes to Kleiman's iterated blow ups ([11, §4. p.36]) naturally parametrising clusters of sections of π of length r, the Universal r-relative cluster family Cl r of π ([2, Definitions 2.13, 2.17 and 2.19, pp. [8] [9] [10] ).
Assuming S quasiprojective and B projective, first the existence of the scheme Cl r is proved non-constructively through the existence of suitable Hilbert schemes (c.f. [2, Theorem 2.24, p.11]. The f -constfy construction will allow us relax the assumptions on B to be proper. Second, it is shown that a recursive construction of Cl r+1 from Cl r is possible. Such construction is analogous to the one in [11] for the absolute case. More precisely, there is a stratification of Cl r × Cl r−1 Cl r such that every irreducible component of Cl r+1 is either (a) birational to a stratum or (b) composed entirely of clusters whose (r + 1)-th section is infinitely near to the r-th, see [2, §2] and [2, Corollary 3.10.2] . So, the kind (a) irreducible components of Cl r+1 may emerge as the blow up of Cl r × Clr−1 Cl r along a suitable sheaf of ideals. This blow up morphism is unique, and the straight blow up section family is our attempt to characterise it. Theorem 4.10 shows, for r = 1, that the straight blow section family of the projection B × Cl r × Cl r−1 Cl r B along a suitable closed subscheme satisfies the desired properties. That is, it is the union, with its non-necessarily reduced structure, of the kind (a) irreducible components of Cl r+1 .
The new techniques developed in this paper allow us to describe, for the moment just set theoretically, where the kind (b) irreducible components of Cl r+1 emerge from, which are the ones missing in straight blow up section family of B × (Cl r × Cl r−1 Cl r ) B.
In short, in Section 1 we fix some notation and present basic fact about the main constructions that we will use. Theorem 1.13 formalises the idea that blowing up a locally Noetherian scheme along a locally principal subscheme consists into shaving off those associated point of the ambient scheme lying on the locally principal subscheme.
Section 2 contains the constructions of the closed subscheme of X representing the functor Iso Z X/Y and the f -constfy closed subscheme of X. Section 3 contains the construction of the straight blow up section family. Section 4 presents a way to apply the new developed techniques for the construction of Cl r+1 from Cl r × Clr−1 Cl r for the case r = 1, which is the inductive step for the whole construction.
Finally Section 5 presents some particular examples of the straight blow section family illustrating the new phenomena (the resulting morphism is not necessarily birational) and to show some possible applications such as to systematise small resolutions.
Preliminaries
We work over an algebraically closed base field k, that is, by a scheme we mean a k-scheme, by a morphism a morphism of k-schemes and by a homomorphism a homomorphism of k-algebras.
Let X, Y, Z be schemes. We denote the identity morphism as Id X : X X. Given a point x ∈ X, we denote by κ(x) its residue field. (Z) by X ∩ Z.
Category
Theory. This part collects some not so common general results on category theory that we use. We direct the curious reader to the references. Definition 1.1. Let F : C Set be a contravariant functor on a category C with values in sets. The category of elements of F , denoted el(F ), is the comma category ( * ↓ F ) where * is the inclusion functor from the one-element set to Set (c.f. [13, Chapter III] ). Namely, the objects of el(F ) are couples (C, η) with C an object of C and η an element of F (C). A morphism of el(F ) from (C, η)
Remark 1.1.1. Let F : C Set be a contravariant functor on a category C with values in sets, C an object of C and η an element of F (C). The couple (C, η) represents F if and only if it is the final object of el(F ).
The following definition and its subsequent lemma are a standard criterion for the representability of functors. We use the formulation of [ 
2.
A subfunctor H ⊂ F is a rule that associates to every scheme T a subset 4. Let I be a set. For each i ∈ I let H i ⊆ F be a subfunctor. 
Then F is representable.
Scheme theoretic image.
First we review some basic facts about the schematic image of a morphism while we also set the notation. From Lemma 1.7, a second part starts whose main result is Proposition 1.10. It asserts that, for a flat S-scheme X and a closed subscheme Z ⊆ X flat over S, the schematic closure of X \ Z commutes with flat base changes. . If there is a morphism g : 
If the top row and the middle column are schematic images, then so is 
Proof. Consider the following Cartesian diagram. 
1.3 Blow up along a locally principal subscheme. We show that blowing up a locally Noetherian scheme X along a locally principal subscheme Z consists of shaving off those associated points of X lying on Z, Theorem 1.13. This, joint with Proposition 1.10, yields that for every integral scheme B the blow up of B × X along a locally principal subscheme is again the Cartesian product of B with a schemeX, which furthermore is a closed subscheme of X, see Proposition 1.15.
Let X be a scheme. We recall the definitions of a locally principal subscheme and effective Cartier divisor of X (c.f. [ A locally principal subscheme of X is a closed subscheme whose sheaf of ideals is locally generated by a single element.
An effective Cartier divisor of X is a closed subscheme whose sheaf of ideals is locally generated by a single regular element.
Let f, g : X Y be two morphisms and U a open subscheme of X. When U is (topologically) dense in X, it does not follow from the equation f | U = g| V that f = g, it just follows that f | X red = g| X red . That motivates the following definition. Proof. The open embedding U X is an affine morphism because locally it is given by Spec(A f ) Spec(A) for some ring A and f ∈ A. Therefore U X is quasi-compact (c.f. [8, II Chapitre II, §5.1]), the sheaf K = ker(O X i * O U ) is quasi-coherent and, by Remark 1.6.1, it defines the closed embedding b : U X. Since the blow up, by its universal property, can be computed locally, we may and we do assume X affine, say X ∼ = Spec(A) for some ring A, and Z principal, say defined by f ∈ A. Then, the open subscheme U of X is just
the closed embedding b corresponds to the natural homomorphism A A/a.
When f ∈ A is nilpotent, the subscheme U of X is the empty scheme. Moreover, for all n ≫ 0, the n-th graded components of the Rees algebra of the ideal (f ) of A are zero. Hence, the blow up of X along Z is also the empty scheme.
Assume We have seen that the blow up of every scheme X along any locally principal subscheme Z of X is just the schematic closure of the open complement of Z.
When the scheme X is locally Noetherian there are no pathological associated points, see [14, Tag 02OI] , and then, as Theorem 1.13 shows, we can understand much better which parts of Z are shaved off on the blowing up procedure. 
Lemma 1.14. Let X and Y be locally Noetherian schemes. Let (x, y) ∈ Ass(X) × Ass(Y ). The ring κ(x) ⊗ k κ(y) is an integral domain and its unique associated prime corresponds to an associated point
where C is the subset of points x ∈ Ass(X) such that ξ x,b ∈ Z. Finally, by Proposition 1.10,
In Proposition 1.15 we assume the scheme B integral, that is B irreducible and reduced. If one of this assumptions fails, then there could be locally principal subschemes Z of B which are not effective Cartier divisors, and the blow up of B along one of such Z would not be an isomorphism. Hence, Proposition 1.15 requires both assumptions.
Constant morphisms
Let X, Y be locally Noetherian schemes, Z a closed subscheme of X × Y and 
where ∆ Y is the diagonal. We say that the morphism f is constant along the fibres of p if the morphism Z X × S X is an isomorphism.
The standard (and maybe more intuitive) definition of a morphism f : X Y being constant along the fibres of another morphism p : X S is that the following diagram commutes,
where the morphisms q 1 , q 2 are the two projections. It just says that the kernel or equaliser of the two morphisms f • q 1 , f • q 2 is the whole scheme X × S X which is equivalent to Definition 2. The result says that the functor of points h Z of Z is a sheaf in the fpqc topology. In this case, the morphism p itself is a cover of X by the fpqc topology (see [3, Definition 2.34, p.28]). Since there is just one element covering the whole scheme X, there is just one overlap, the scheme (X ×Y )× X (X ×Y ) (such overlap would be trivial by the Zariski topology, but here it is not). So, whenever f : X × Y Z agrees with itself on this overlap, it extends uniquely to a morphism g : X Z. But this condition is equivalent to f being constant along the fibres of p. 
X is an isomorphism. So when we change again the base, now by X ′ X j , we get another isomorphism. That is, the morphism ( If a f -constfy closed subscheme exists, by abstract nonsense it is unique up to unique isomorphism. 
since being an isomorphism is local on the target and the collection {X
′ × V j } j is an open cover of X ′ × Y , the morphism Z X ′ X ′ × Y is an isomorphism. Finally, we check that X ′ X majorizes any morphism W X such that Z W W × Y is an isomorphism. Given V j Y , since Z W W × Y
The Straight Blow Up Section Family
Let B, X be locally Noetherian schemes and Z a closed subscheme of B × X. In this section we prove our main result, Theorem 3.8, which asserts the existence of the straight blow up section family of the projection B×X B along Z when X is piecewise quasiprojective and B is projective and integral. Roughly speaking, it is an object that combines the universal properties of the universal section family of B × X B (c.f. Definition 3.2) and of the blow up of B × X along Z. More precisely, it is a X-schemeX b X such that the pullback (Id B ×b)
(Z) is an effective Cartier divisor of B ×X and it satisfies a universal property.
We split its construction into two steps. First we construct a slightly more general object, the blow up section family of a morphism Y B along a closed subscheme T of Y (c.f. B × X to be nontwisted. So, by Proposition 2.2, it is essentially the "constfy" closed subschemẽ X ofỸ for the morphism B ×Ỹ B × X X (c.f. Definition 2.6).
Definition 3.1. We call a scheme which is a finite or countable disjoint union of quasiprojective schemes a piecewise quasiprojective scheme. For an alternative exposition to [9] Proof. It is straightforward to see that, since i is a monomorphism, the morphism composition ofφ with the projection B ×XX is constant along the fibres of the projection B × Y Y . By Proposition 2.2, the closed embedding i majorizes f through a morphism g : YX and, since Id Y ×i is a monomorphism,φ = Id B ×g. In the previous construction of the straight blow up section family of Z B × X B we have blown up along a locally principal closed subscheme twice, one time implicitly into the blow up section family construction and another explicitly as a final step. Just remark that only the last one is strictly necessarily.
Universal 2-relative clusters family
Fix a morphism π : S B with S piecewise quasiprojective and B projective and integral. So, its universal section family exists and we denote it by (X, ψ) (c.f. Theorem 3.3). Here we present the final goal of this paper, namely the construction of the universal (r + 1)-relative cluster section family Cl r+1 of π from Cl r × Cl r−1 Cl r . We restrict to the case r = 1, that is Cl 2 from X × X, which is the inductive step for the whole construction.
The following is a preliminary proposition. We leave its proof to the reader. To finish this section we show that the kind (b) irreducible components of Cl 2 , the ones missing in the straight blow up section family construction, may only emerge from the universal section family of E B, see Theorem 4.12. Proof. Clearly the couple (X E , ψ E ) is a section family of E B, let us check that it satisfies the required universal property.
Let (Y, ρ) be a section family of E B. By the universal property of (X 1 , ψ 1 ) there is a morphism f : Y X 1 such that ρ = ψ 1 • (Id B ×f ). Then, by the transitivity of the Cartesian product and Lemma 1.5, the base change of ψ 
Examples
In this section, we recover two classic constructions, the classic blow up (see Proposition 5.1) and an example of a small resolution, both as particular cases of the straight blow up section family.
We also present an example showing that the straight blow up section family may also behave quite different from such classic constructions, namely, the dimension of the ambient scheme may decrease.
The classic blow up.
The following proposition shows the classic blow up as a particular case of the straight blow up section family. We leave its proof to the reader. 
The dimension may decrease.
We show an example of the straight blow up section family where an irreducible ambient space breaks down into two irreducible components and the dimension of one of them decrease by one.
First let us fix the following construction of the quasiprojective variety U n . Let S denote the polynomial ring k [u, v] and S n the k-vector space of degree n forms in S. Given a k-vector space V we denote by PV its corresponding projective space. So, we define U n ⊆ P(S n × S n × S n ) as the quasiprojective variety corresponding to triplets of forms with no common roots.
, that is Z = V + (z, vx − uy). Now, we will replicate the construction of the straight blow up section family in Theorem 3.8 for the projection S P 1 along Z.
The blow upS of S along Z may be given globally as the closed subvariety V + (ax + by + cz, au + bv) of S × P Observe that these polynomial identities determine (n + m + 1) + (m + 2) equations on the coefficients. Now, the morphism ψ : P 1 ×XS that maps (t, F ) ∈ P 1 ×X to (t, F (t)) ∈S (where F (t) denotes the evaluation) is well defined, and the couple (X, ψ) is the universal section family ofS P . Now, the pullback of Z = V (z, vx − uy) by Id P 1 ×b is the empty set on P 1 × A 2 and the diagonal on P 1 × P
1
, both an effective Cartier divisor, so (X ′ , b) is the straight blow up section family of S P 1 along Z.
Small resolution.
We present an example where the straight blow up section family along a natural centre becomes a small resolution. It indicates the possibility that the straight blow up section family would offer a procedure to systematise small resolutions.
Similarly to §5.2, we define for every integer n the quasiprojective variety V n ⊆ P(S n × S n ) corresponding to pairs of degree n forms with no common roots.
Consider the variety A It is a classic result that the projection S D restricted to Z is an small resolution of D. It turns out that the straight blow up section family of the projection S P 1 along Z is isomorphic to Z and then again an small resolution of D. We replicate the construction of the straight blow up section family in Theorem 3.8 for the projection S P 1 along Z. The blow upS of S along Z may be given globally by the equations xa − zb and ya − wb in S × P 
